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SATURDAY 3RD
FEBRUARY
10:00 Doors Open

10:30 Spring Short Selection Screening Starts (Caversham Room)
11:00 Spring Screening 1: Chasing Niagara (Main
Auditorium)
12:00 Live Music with Kelly Donovan (Culford Room)
13:00 Live Music with Hugh ‘Blue’ Jones (Culford Room)
13:30 New Boy – Q&A with Director Norman Tamkivi (Caversham Room)
14:00 Live Music with Emma Kullander (Culford Room)
14:00 Spring Screening 2: Late Blossom Blues (Main Auditorium)

16:30 Summer Short Selection Screening Starts (Caversham Room)
16:30 Someone Good Will Find You – Q&A with Director Leelila Strogov
(Caversham Room)

17:00 Summer Screening 1: One Year On A Bike (Main Auditorium)
18:30 A Girl Needs A Bike – Q&A with Animator and Visual Artist Vivien
Mason (Caversham Room)
20:00 Summer Screening 2: At The Drive-In (Main
Auditorium)
22:30 Doors Close
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SUNDAY 4TH
FEBRUARY
10:15 Doors Open

10:30 Autumn Short Selection Screening Starts (Caversham Room)
11:00 Autumn Screening 1: Blue Hollywood with Q&A (Main
Auditorium)
12:00 Live Music with Kelly Donovan (Culford Room)
13:00 Live Music with Hugh ‘Blue’ Jones (Culford Room)
14:00 Live Music with Emma Kullander (Culford Room)
14:00 Autumn Screening 2: Selling Isobel (Main Auditorium)
16:00 Language is Dead - Q&A with Director Jermaine Manigault and
lead actor James Physick (Caversham Room)

16:30 Winter Short Selection Screening Starts (Caversham Room)
17:00 Winter Screening 1: The Seventh Summit with Q&A (Main
Auditorium)
18:30 Rookies – Q&A with Director Charlotte Percle (Caversham
Room)
20:00 Summer Screening 2: Magnetic & This is Home Double Bill (Main
auditorium)
22:00 Doors Close
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MONDAY 5TH
FEBRUARY
19:00 Doors Open

19:30 Live Music with Kitty Montague (Culford Room)
20:30 Awards presentation (Culford Room)
21:15 Live Music with Kitty Montague (Culford Room)

22:00 Doors Close
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WELCOME

"We’re so excited to welcome you to the inaugural Four
Seasons Film Festival at the historic Cadogan Hall, in a
weekend that celebrates the best in independent film making
and the arts.
“The idea for Four Seasons Film Festival was born one year
ago, whilst sitting in my local cinema in South East London
watching Damien Chazelle’s La La Land – a film which has a
narrative that flows through the annual moods of the seasons,
where each chapter of storytelling is distinct to the tones of
what the respective seasons represent. Thinking of the
structure of that film, combined with a love of storytelling,
passion for movies and experience in running national and
international screening events; the creative thoughts started
racing and a plan was put in motion to create a unique a
special festival experience for London.
“Having officially launched the festival in May 2017, we have
been overwhelmed by the volume and quality of submissions,
with more than 300 entries from 40 different counties around
the world. With a busy summer watching and reviewing
content, it quickly became apparent that we wanted to find a
way to screen as much content as we could over the festival
weekend.
Eventually we whittled the final schedule down to 70 films
6
including nine feature presentations and over 60 short films…

“In the creation of the short film screening room, you are
welcome to dip in and out of this area over the festival
weekend to enjoy our spring, summer, autumn and winter
selection as we screen back to back shorts. This area will also
boast five live Q&A’s over the festival weekend, so do check
the schedule times and drop by to meet the film makers and
pose questions in person.

“Combined with live music performances from incredibly
talented solo artists Kelly Donovan, Hugh ‘Blue’ Jones, Emma
Kullander and Kitty Monague; we are thrilled to also be
joined by London artists Zoe Webster, David Hopkins and Riaz
Sanatian. Our cultural line up also welcomes photographers
George Boxley and Millie Knight. Millie, is a visually impaired
photographer who moonlights as a World Champion ski racer
and will be competing for ParalympicGB at the Winter
Paralympic Games in South Korea next month. Whilst Millie
herself will be training for the games during the festival itself,
her mum Suzanne will be displaying her works. All artworks
and photographs are available for sale.
“The festival combinates in our awards ceremony on
Monday 5th, as we proudly present eight festival awards. This
includes the opportunity for you to vote for your favourite
film of the festival by posting your vote in our voting box in
the atrium over the festival weekend.
“Finally, thank you for being part of Four Seasons Film
Festival and showing your support for independent film
makers, musicians, artists, photographers and a self-funded
festival. We hope you enjoy a wonderful weekend!”
- Cameron Hall, Festival Founder & Director
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Founder & Director of Holmlands

"Firstly, thank you very much for showing your support for all
the filmmakers and creative talent we’re showcasing by
attending the first Four Seasons Film Festival. Combining film,
photography, art and music in a festival is something I
achieved in my hometown of Tunbridge Wells and have been
itching to bring it to London since I moved here and the
beautiful setting of Cadogan Hall is the perfect place for this
format of festival.”
“It’s been brilliant witnessing how many amazingly talented
people are out there and the festival really is a credit to them
for spending the many hours in production crafting the images
and performances you’ll see and hear around the venue.
Without their work there would be no festival.”
“Some of you will be attending our awards night on Monday
where our bespoke awards designed by renowned British
sculptor and artist Guy Portelli will be presented to the
winners of each of our awards categories; one of which being
the Audience Favourite Award. This means that you as an
audience get to choose which filmmakers receive one of our
rather heavy, bronze cast Four Seasons Film Festival awards,
so we really do encourage you to vote for the film that you
enjoyed the most.”
“We’ve been hugely impressed with the sheer volume and
calibre of work submitted and with submissions coming from
a diverse, global spread of filmmakers and creative talent,
there really is something for everyone.”
“Enjoy experiencing the sights and sounds on offer and have a
great festival. Thank you!”
- Anthony Jarman, Co- Festival Director
Founder of Green Owl Films

FEATURE FILMS
2018

CHASING NIAGARA
SATURDAY 3RD FEBRUARY
11:00
When pro kayaker Rafa Ortiz decides
to follow his dream to paddle over
Niagara Falls, he sets in motion an
incredible series of events that
eventually takes on a life of its own.
To prepare for this mission, Rafa
enlists the help of world-renowned
paddler Rush Sturges and a tight
team of their friends. Together they
go on a remarkable three-year
journey from the rainforest rivers of
Mexico to the towering waterfalls of
the U.S. Northwest.
Runtime: 01:15:00
Recommended Certication: PG

LATE BLOSSOM BLUES
SATURDAY 3RD FEBRUARY 14:00
Our second spring feature proves you're
never too old for a new beginning ...
Late Blossom Blues tells the story of Leo
'Bud' Welch, a 1932-born hard-working
poor black man from the Mississippi
backwoods
who
becomes
an
internationally acclaimed Blues star after
he releases his debut album at age 81.
Runtime: 01:29:30
Recommended Certification: PG
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ONE YEAR ON A BIKE
SATURDAY 3RD FEBRUARY
17:00
What happens when you leave home
on a bike with no other plan than to
ride eastwards? Embarking on just
such an adventure, Martijn Doolaard
decided to cycle from Amsterdam to
Singapore. One Year on a Bike
chronicles his slow travels over
17,000 km—passing through the
wilds of Eastern Europe, the
mountains of Kyrgyzstan, and the
temples
of
Myanmar.
This
documentary details the beauty and
self-discoveries, as well as the
hardships and the gear necessary, on
this incredible one-man journey.

Runtime: 40:00
Recommended Certication: PG

AT THE DRIVE-IN
SATURDAY 3RD FEBRUARY 20:00
Unable to purchase a $50,000 digital
projector, a group of film fanatics in
rural Pennsylvania fight to keep a
dying drive-in theatre alive by
screening only vintage 35mm film
prints and working entirely for free. At
The Drive-In follows the story of The
Mahoning
Drive-In
Theater
throughout their summer season as
the team work tirelessly in the hope
won't be their last.
Runtime: 01:19:00
Recommended Certification: PG
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BLUE HOLLYWOOD
SUNDAY 4TH FEBRUARY 11:00
Sharing the same dream two young
actors embark on a journey filled
with desire, determination and
disappointment. When reckless
Italian Alessandro meets cautious
Englishwoman Celeste at a London
acting school, they decide to move
together to LA in the hope of
striking gold in the Hollywood film
industry. It tells the story of how
dreams crash when faced with ugly
reality, and how souls can be
consumed by ambition.
Runtime: 1:22:18
Recommended Certication: 15

SELLING ISOBEL
SUNDAY 4TH FEBRUARY 14:00

Runtime: 01:30:00
Recommended Certification: 18

Selling Isobel is a multi award winning
thriller based on true events, featuring
the real victim in true life playing
herself, the main charter. Isobel (Frida
Farrell) is an ordinary mother with an
ordinary job. She lives with her ﬁve
year old daughter, Olivia, (Farrah
Mackenzie) and boyfriend Mark,
(Matthew Marsden). But one day
Peter, (Gabriel Olds) a very charming
photographer, approaches Isobel and
temps her with an offer few people
could resist. He manages to lure her in
to a commercial photo shoot. One that
12
will change her life forever.

THE SEVENTH SUMMIT
SUNDAY 4TH FEBRUARY 17:00
The Seventh Summit is the story of
mountaineers who took on the
Seven Summits Challenge in 2009.
Less than 350 people to date have
accomplished
this
challenge.
Sheikh Mohammed Al Thani was
the first Qatari to climb Mt. Everest
and his two friends, Raed Zidan as
the first Palestinian man to climb
Mt. Everest, & Massoud Kalafji,
from Iran. They had summited 6 of
the 7 summits together, and now
face the challenge of summiting
Mt. Denali in Alaska, as their
seventh and final summit.

Runtime: 1:05:18
Recommended Certification: PG

MAGNETIC & THIS IS HOME
SUNDAY 4TH FEBRUARY 20:00
In the heart of British Columbia’s Coast
Mountains, skiers and snowboarders
yield to the siren call of challenge and
possibility. “Magnetic” is the world’s
first full-length ski and snowboard
movie filmed within a single ski area Whistler Blackcomb.

Total Runtime: 01:27:40
Recommended Certification: PG

"This Is Home“ is a film about the joy we
have for the mountains, and the constant
search for that perfect ride. It’s about a
collective born from one passion, and the
individuals who give that group its
personality; insiders and outsiders. 13

SHORT FILM SELECTION
2018

SPRING SHORTS SELECTION
SATURDAY 3RD FEBRUARY 10:30

CITIPATI
After being subjected to a
cataclysmic meteorite impact, a
small dinosaur attempts to battle
the
horrific
aftermath
both
physically & psychologically. A tale
about life, death & rebirth, told
from
a
unique,
prehistoric
perspective.

BACKSTORY
As a young child our protagonist is
left by his mother and has to live
with his violent father. He fights his
way through adolescence and falls
in love with the woman of his
dreams and just as everything
seems to be finally working out for
him, a sudden event changes the
course of his life forever. A story
about how everything we love,
everything we learn, everything we
build, everything we fear, will one
day be gone.
NEWBOY
11-year-old Mike feels secluded in
his new school and develops an
obsession to buy a fancy augmented
reality toy that the other kids are
playing with together. His single
mother cannot afford to buy it, so
Mike sets out on a quest to collect
the funds on his own and buy the
game no matter what, so he could
finally make friends at school.

THERE IS A SALAD STANDING
BETWEEN US
The length of their dining table and
the unreachable bowl of salad in the
middle of it has become a symbol of
their slowly freezing relationship.
Today it's finally time for a change of
scene. But what do the portraits on
the wall think of all this...
ZAPP GALURA - BEHEMOUTH
When the humans leave the house,
the robots awake and do their daily
chores - until they fall in love. In the
music video to the song Behemoth
by Viennese Band Zapp Galura a
lonely vacuuming robot comes
across his crush, the lawnmower
robot. A robot Amour Fou!
CAVELLO
Kai and Thomas, two 12-year old
friends, are inseparable. Together
they're everything, alone they're
nothing. Their bond is strong until a
new girl steps into their classroom
and catches Thomas' eye. This is a
short narrative about Kai who is
desperately trying to win back his
best friend. He slowly loses control
and makes a decision that will
change his life forever.
IRON HANDS
As a 12-year-old girl prepares for
her final test trying out for the
traditionally all-boys Chinese youth
Olympic weightlifting team, she
makes an unlikely connection with
15
the gym's reclusive groundskeeper

SIGNATURE
An innocent young man from China
is anxiously memorizing “his hope”
in the middle of the noisy crowd in
Shibuya (Tokyo, Japan). Something
that might change his destiny awaits
him.
THE CIRCLE
An estranged father reunites with
his young son in Depression-era
America after the sudden death of
the boy's mother. The two travel
town to town where Dad sketches
portraits for locals to make a
meager living for the both of them.
It's on this formative journey that
the boy discovers not only the
transformative power of art, but
how to open his heart as well.
I'M HERE
A married couple's love has faded
since their daughter left home and
moved abroad; does the news that
she may be fatally caught in a
terrorist attack strengthen or
destroy their fragile relationship?
KING GRANDPA
Clemens lives and breathes his
grandfather's stories. When his
grandfather passes away, it is
difficult for him to understand that
it is now his turn to continue telling
his stories. Story-telling becomes a
way for him to not only keep the
stories but also the memory of his
grandfather alive.

MY BAKERY BLOSSOM BLUES
An extremely shy young man is in
love with the girl at his local bakery,
but he doesn't have the courage to
tell her how he feels. On the
morning of her last day at work,
he realiSes it's now or never. A
tragicomedy based on the German
tweets of @Naum_Burger.

ZU GAST BEI FREUNDEN
Burkina Faso refugee Rachid tries to
hide in Brigitte’s flat in the outskirts
of Zurich. Thought to have found
her true calling, she decides to
accommodate him. Even though the
unequal power relation leads to
tension between Rachid, Brigitte
and her ex- husband, she suggests
marrying him and giving him the
chance to stay legally in Switzerland
with her. Surprisingly, her offer gets
rejected due to Rachids own plans
and her new life-task collapse.
CUBEMAN
An elderly man is unable to accept
that he is made to retire and his life
takes a dramatic turn, when he
realises that he cannot finish the
work of his life.

Total Runtime: 03:00:20
Recommended Certification: 15

SUMMER SHORTS SELECTION
SATURDAY 3RD FEBRUARY 16:30
A GIRL NEEDS A BIKE
In rural villages in Ghana, Clara
faces the challenges of teaching,
as her students discover the
happiness of having wheels. This
playful animated documentary
shows how bicycling brings joy to
a new teacher and independence
to her students.
AWESOME BEETLE’S COLORS
Awesome Beetle’s Colors” is a
3.13 minutes long, fun and
educative plasticine animation.
The story goes: Awesome Beetles
Color Dirty Elephant. Five
Gorgeous
Hippopotamuses
Inspire the Jaguar. Kangaroos
Like
Marmelade.
Naughty
Octopuses
Photograph
the
Queen. The Royal Spider Teaches
an Unhappy Vampire. Wariors Xray a Yellow Zebra. A nearly
impossible story, supported by a
catchy melody, guides us through
the ABCs.

149TH AND GRAND CONCOURSE
From the team that brought you
"The Lost Tribes of New York
City" comes a new animated
documentary."An
animated
portrait of New York city life in
flux.

OUR WONDERFUL NATURE - THE
COMMON CHAMELEON
The feeding habits of the
common chameleon as never
seen before
TASTE OF LOVE

What is the taste of love? Could
it be sweet, sour, bitter or even
salty? A girl embarks on an
aromatic journey of love,
stimulating her taste buds to the
point of climax. With all senses,
she explores the various forms
love can take on.
WONDERS
Wonders celebrates the wonders of
life. We follow children, men and
women through some specific and
universal moments. And in the end
a panorama enfolds of love and the
circle of life.
SOMEONE GOOD WILL FIND YOU
A
well-intentioned
Chinese
immigrant father tries to teach his
son, David, how to “make it” in
America. When David becomes
enamored by a Superman costume
in a store window, his father sees
an opportunity to impart to him
the importance of hard work, thrift,
and delayed gratification. But when
the time comes for David to reap
the rewards of his efforts, it turns
out that the lessons he’s learned
transcend
those
his
father
intended.
17

RULE OF NATURE
Adapt or die? Following a young
woman female tribe member of
the
only
few
remaining
indigenous bushmen of Namibia,
we get a uniquely personal and
dramatic insight on her people's
story and their threatening
situation of total extinction.
THE DINNER
A young Dutch girl, decides to
prepare a dinner for her future
Moroccan
family-in-law
by
searching information about
their habits on the internet.

FAMILY FOR SALE
A small hole in a condom back in
1980, and Xav is conceived…
Ironic when you know that Oscar
owns a sex shop. Oscar is the
father. Typhaine, the mother, is a
disinherited bourgeois. Since the
arrival of Petra, Typhaine can’t
stop throwing herself against the
wall to express her discomfort.
Petra is Oscar’s mistress. Xav has
tried getting used to his family,
but eighteen years later, he’s had
enough…
.

MOWTOWN
In the sleepless city of
Melbourne, a young woman
finds refuge inside an empty
concert hall late at night, and
reckons with an unspoken past
WALKING HOME
Two students from different
countries meet on the last night
of their school trips to Italy.
Sharing
dislike
for
their
respective farewell parties, initial
distance
and
reservations
between them quickly turn into
bonding and rapport.
Total Runtime: 02:04:12
Recommended Certification: 15
18

AUTUMN SHORTS SELECTION
SUNDAY 4TH FEBRUARY 10:30

INTERFERENCE
A twisting thriller of two worthy
and misguided protesters who
conspire to carry out an extreme
act of protest while inadvertently
broadcasting their plans to an
audience
of
unsuspecting
listeners. Two young anarchists,
Tom and Katya, meet and fall in
love
both
physically
and
ideologically at the 2012 London
Occupy Protest. Disillusioned by
what they consider the inactivity
and hypocrisy of their fellow
protestors they forge a pact to
make a ‘real’ difference, whatever
the cost.
THE SAD MONK
In Western culture, when we find
ourselves in crisis, it's natural to
question
our
existence and the meaning of life.
We are suffering; we want to
change. Eastern philosophies,
yoga and meditation are keys to
happiness, or so preach the
countless Western adherents of
these far Eastern practices.
Buddhism is one path to
enlightenment. Following this
path to Nepal we meet the young
Tibetan buddhist monk, Tenzin,
representative
of
a
new
generation, who is grappling with
recognisable questions of modern
life.

CLOUD KUMO
Cloud Kumo is an experimental
film that recounts the devastation
of Hiroshima atomic bombing
when Satoko Ishii, a real atomic
bomb survivor revisit the darkest
days of her life. Reiko, her
granddaughter who suffers from
the genetic radiation poisoning
draws strength from Satoko to
choreograph dance performance
based on her life story. Together
they face the future with hope
and perseverance.
ANSICHTSSACHE
Suddenly Tamara is standing in
Netta’s thrift shop. Netta is
fascinated by her customer:
Somehow she is special... Over
the way Tamara perceives the
clothes and her surroundings the
two women get closer to each
other and in the end the question
is asked: Is it okay, to force
someone into their own good?

BRITISH BY THE GRACE OF GOD
Set in Scotland during the
summer
of
the
‘Brexit’
referendum, British by the Grace
of God follows Irene as she
struggles to find her place in the
world as a mother and wife.

CAUTIONARY TALES
A bizarre incident as a young boy
left Aaron with an unusual facial
disfigurement. Isolated and
vulnerable, Aaron seeks comfort
in the friendship and
understanding of an unexpected
group of outcasts.

ABANDON
Based on true events that shook
California's system of foster care.
An atypical story of a defeatist
suicidal teen who finds a friend in
an oversexed 9 year old. Together,
they go AWOL from the restrains
of a group home facility. What
emerges is a study of the
sensibility of at-risk kids confined
in a broken system, ostracized by
the society.
#SELFIE
A couple on holiday in Berlin.
Everything is perfect, but then he
wants to take a
selfie... The ending of a
relationship as seen through a
mobile phone.

CRASH
Choi found his mother with
advanced Dementia was missing
one day. He asked around to
search for her, but to no avail. He
then put a post in the social
networking site. In just one night,
his post had attracted attention
from many Internet users. In
order to retain his popularity in
the online world, CHOI decided to
take a short selfie video - sharing
all the memories of his mother
and their sufferings from the
disease. The selfie video went
viral and initiated the” Crash Wall
Challenge ” in the online world.
More and more people
participated and took the
challenge....
THE MAN AT THE WINDOW
After the separation from his
girlfriend, the unsuccessful writer
Paul moved into his new
apartment. Lonely and lethargic,
he tries to divert himself by
writing, when one evening he
makes a strange observation in a
window
of
the
opposite
apartment. Despite initial distrust,
he does not pay much attention
to the voyeur. When he finds a
blank Polaroid in his mailbox and
gets unanswered calls shortly
afterwards, the unpleasant feeling
in Paul grows that something may
20
not be right.

FEVER
Four young people unknowingly
walk toward a moment in their
lives when a fever overtakes
them, bringing out their most
basic instincts.
JENNY LOVES SATAN
Jenny Loves Satan is a comedy
about an outrageous 12-year old
girl, who becomes a Satanist to
rebel against her retro-perfect
world. But after Jenny is mocked
at school by her peers, suspended
by her ruler-wielding teacher,
lovingly
misunderstood
by
her father, yelled at by her drunk,
June Clever mother, and on top of
it all-- sent to bed without supper,
Jenny has no choice but to pray to
Satan for help.
NEAR CHANGE
Sometimes in life you find
yourself at a crossroads between
who you are, and the life you find
yourself living. Dino and his best
friend and associate Tony, are
mid-level mafia foot soldiers. As
they wait for breakfast in a diner,
on an ordinary day like any other,
Dino realises he has reached his
fork in the road. Unless “This” is
all there is…something is going to
have to change.
Total Runtime: 04:42:38
Recommended Certification: 15

UNATTENDED ITEM
A neo-noir short about mourning
with an absurd ending. Vintage,
an illegal loan, an accident and a
pop classic. Think of Tyrannosaur
(2011) meeting the Coen
Brothers. Andy is in debt and
mourning. Pressure goes up when
a loan shark wants in to his
vintage shop. The moment he
decides to take vigilante action,
things get ridiculously out of
hand.
ANGEL OF ANYWHERE
An empathetic stripper plays
therapist to the many damaged
clientele and co-workers who
frequent the popular Anywhere
Bar.
IDEAL HUSBAND
Ellen, a stage play casting director
is looking for an ideal husband,
both in fiction and in her real life.
LANGUAGE IS DEAD
When words fail to describe his
feelings a man seeks the aid of a
therapist; the two then embark
on a journey exploring human
connectivity and its limitations.
MOUSE
Vanessa and Danny are down on
their luck, so when an unlikely can
of Unica brand beans falls to their
kitchen floor, they aim to squeeze
21
out every penny.

WINTER SHORTS SELECTION
SUNDAY 4TH FEBRUARY 16:30
COLD STORAGE
Provincetown, Massachusetts, is a
uniquely American fishing port,
beach town, artist enclave, and
longtime LGBT community. Cold
Storage focuses specifically on
Provincetown's winter season, as
the changes between seasons are
as extreme and remarkable as the
flow of the bay's daily tide. While
nearly 100,000 summer residents
- including beach tourists, art
enthusiasts, and LGBT vacationers
alike - bask in the town's
eccentric, seasonal energy and
resources, the lifeblood of this
community are the few who
endure
its
dramatic
transformation
through
the
seasons. Our film portrays a town
and culture in everlasting flux,
through the vibrant voices and
stories of those who remain yearround.
AU REVOIR BALTHAZAR
A scare crow, a storm, a broken
leg. The resonant sound of a sea
shell. Leaving forever.

CHILD
A child has to leave its cosy hut to
collect wood for the fire that
went out. Growing into a
teenager, he encounters a
singular tree that he wants to
turn into fire wood. He tears the
tree out and thus becomes a man
who is drawn to the woods that
emerge around him.
Overwhelmed by the mass of
trees, he starts to tear out every
single one of them. Then he
gathers the wood, getting ready
to travel back. Though the last
tree breaks the back of this now
middle-aged man, his desire, to
bring everything back home,
persists. Having become an old
man, he realises that he is not
strong enough to return with any
trunk at all. Unburdened from his
responsibilities, he stumbles
across the tree he already knows
from his youth.
BLACK MOUNTAINS
In the hope of escaping the ghost
of his broken relationship and the
dark sides in him that are
responsible for it, Isaac travels
through the Welsh countryside.
When he finds accommodation in
a remote B&B hidden in the hills,
he thinks he has arrived in the
right place to spend some time
reflecting on the mess he left
behind. But his stay takes an
unexpected turn.

COLD STORAGE
Cold Storage is a short dance film
that pays homage to the virtuosic
physical performances and
melancholy comedy of the classic
silent screen. On a desolate arctic
shore, a lonely fisherman
discovers his prehistoric
counterpart frozen in the ice, and
thaws him out as his newfound
soul brother.

THE SACRED DISEASE
Angie lives with her mom and
struggles to manage a heavy
dosage of medication for a
neurological disorder. Reeling
from the death of her brother and
oppressed by the very medication
meant to cure her, Angie yearns
for the strange, otherworldly
seizures that at once haunted her
and made her feel alive. Nicole, a
mysterious and reckless woman,
convinces Angie to toss the pills
and accompany her to an old
mansion in the deep woods of
East Tennessee. On the outskirts
of her town, Angie finds other
people like her. Angie endures a
nightmarish limbo, finally
breaking through to the sublime
and ecstatic moment that gives
this disease its sacred name.
VARG - WOLF
Charlie and her dad keep sheep.
Wolf kill sheep.

VALENCIA ROAD
While driving to the reading of
her father’s will, Catherine is
faced with an anomaly on the
side of the road.
JUST SAYING
A mother and son argue over
sandwiches, mouth organs and
forgiveness in this quintessentially
British, black comedy. Ewen
Macintosh (The Office, The
Lobster) and Carrie Cohen (Gnaw,
Hellbreeder) star in this dramedy
about love, loss and 47 plugs.
Grace has lost her husband, Billy
has lost his Dad...and his wife.
Through guilt-tripping and
embarrassing mouth organ music
Grace hopes that she can drive
Billy to repair his relationship with
his wife in a way she'll never be
able to with her husband.
TINNITUS
Sebastian found an audio tape on
which Ludo, his recently deceased
friend, plays a calm guitar
arpeggio. Obsessed by this audio
fragment, Sebastian has only two
days left to learn and play the
song at burial. He has to give his
friend
that
last
goodbye. Therefore he will have
to ask the permission to Linda,
Ludo’s mother, a rock star rushed
back home by the death of her
kid. Whether Linda wants it or
not, Sebastian will play the song.

BLACKMOOR
A stranger visits an isolated
house, apparently to buy it.
Bewildered by this haggard but
insistent man, its occupant David
reluctantly turns tour guide. The
Stranger’s manner; accusatory
and mournful. He knows this
place, increasingly unsettling
David with his unhappy
procession. David’s fiancee
arrives, dismissing him abruptly at
the sight of the Stranger. They
have known each other –
intimacy and heartache playing
out in snatched moments before
the Stranger departs, aware his
thoughtless journey is futile, final
confirmation of a love lost and a
life missed. A poignant splitsecond between two lovers, who
realise they must live with their
mistakes.
AFTERGLOW
Portrait about artist,photographer
and outdoor swimmer Vivienne
Rickman Poole.
SHELTER
A wanderer in the wasteland
seeks shelter in an abandoned
trailer, where he discovers the
corpse of a boy with strange
wounds...

Runtime: 04:20:19
Recommended Certification: 15

ROOKIES
Rookies is a film about four
athletes learning the ropes on the
world stage of freeride skiing.
Navigating the line between a
documentary style and traditional
ski film, Rookies follows the trails
blazed by three Verbier locals Elisabeth Gerritzen, Carl Renvall,
Yann Rausis and one mad kiwi Sam Lee. Exploring the stress and
simultaneous euphoria the
athletes experience during their
premier season on the Freeride
World Tour. On this journey, we
learn with the Rookies from
veterans of the sport about how
to focus, perform on comp day
and keep their spot on the Tour.

SWEET CANDY
“You’re listening now, aren’t
you...” says a cold and nearly
unconscious Andreas Wagner,
over his live broadcast. Isolated
and full of desperation, he’s
decided to air his last words,
together with some extremely
valid grievances. His views strike a
chord with some while attracting
the wrath and disdain of others,
yet one fact is undeniable: he has
become an unlikely Internet
phenomenon when it least
matters. When the next big viral
hit wears off, can a concerned few
help save him, so he can live to
tell his story another day?

MEET THE ARTISTS
*All artworks and photographs on
display at Four Seasons Film
Festival are for sale. Enquire
directly with the artists.

MILLIE KNIGHT

THE CAMERA DOESN’T KNOW I CAN’T SEE

Millie is a visually impaired skier, who lost 92% of her sight
by age six. Today Millie is Britain’s youngest ever Winter
Paralympian, current Para Alpine Downhill Champion and is
set to compete for ParalympicsGB at the Winter Paralympics
in South Korea next month. Millie is also an amateur
photographer and photographer, using her camera to see
the world.

GEORGE BOXLEY
HOPE, JOY, CHANGE & TRUTH
Following a Fine Art degree and several years teaching, George
became a freelance design professional and has a track record
in advertising, communication and interactive learning design.
For over 25 years, George has collaborated on hundreds of
projects across many and various industry sectors, primarily
developing cogent, highly visual design specifications and
storyboards. He's travelled extensively, never without a
camera, curiosity and a passion for image-making.

ZOE WEBSTER
SUMMER EXHIBITION
Zoé has also worked as an artist in Miami, Florida. Zoe's
influences are wide and varied and her quest for her own
identity has continued over many years. Her extensive travels
influence her choice of subject and she has developed her own
style influenced by impressionism which she was introduced to
by Euan Uglow. Zoe continues to live and work in London,
exhibiting her work on a regular basis.

RIAZ SANATIAN
ARTWORK
Born in Iran in 1958, Riaz left his country of birth at the age of
sixteen and has lived in the UK since then. He studied
Mechanical Engineering and researched in the field of
computational fluid dynamics for a number of years before
working in the industry for over twenty five years. In 2014 he
decided it was time to pursue other interests and started my
artistic journey. He now works as an artist in London and
Cuenca (Spain). His work is influenced by both Eastern and
Western art and culture.

DAVID HOPKINS
PAINTINGS

David graduated from Central St. Martins, London in 1996. He is
a realist figurative painter but considered artworks also have to
be conceptual and abstract constructions. Generally 3 things
occupy him in painting: looking at the subject; looking inside it;
and making a strong, subtle and harmonious artefact. He mostly
paint in oils, and he paints best from life. In a way all his
paintings are portraits, whether of people or things. They’re
usually still and meditative, trying to feel and understand the
inner life of what he’s painting, and combining a bold approach
with many layers of refinements.

MEET THE MUSICIANS

A British singersongwriter, who
loves pop music,
soppy
ballads,
pianos, romance,
English tea and
marmite.

KELLY DONOVAN

Performing daily at 12pm in the Culford Room

HUGH ‘BLUE’ JONES
One man blues
band and
busker, playing
slide guitar and
singing a mix of
blues classics
and originals.

Performing daily at 1pm in the Culford Room

Emma is an alternative
folk singer/songwriter
from Sweden livening
in Scotland

EMMA KULLANDER

Performing daily at 2pm in the Culford Room

London based singersongwriter, is fusing the
lines between soul and
electro pop. The raw
empathy with which
Kitty demonstrates her
understanding of the
human condition is the
focus of her songwriting.

KITTY MONTAGUE

Performing at 7:30pm at our awards ceremony on Monday 5th in
the Culford Room

AWARDS SHORTLIST

After careful consideration and review, our esteemed panel of judges have
selected their shortlist for the Four Seasons Film Festival Awards 2018. We
are delighted to reveal the shortlist below, with the Audience Favourite
Award votes to be cast by festival ticket holders over the course of the
festival weekend…. Simply write the name of your favourite film from the
festival on the stars provided and place your vote in the gold box in the
main atrium! One vote each please!

Best of Festival
Award:
At The Drive In
Late Blossom Blue
Selling Isobel

Best Short Film Award:
Afterglow
Cavello
Citipati

Best Director Award:

Spring Award:

Linda Dombrovszky (Cubeman)
Nicola Sersale (Ideal Husband)
Rudolf Buitendach (Selling Isobel)

Backstory
Cavello
The Circle

Summer Award:

Autumn Award:

At The Drive In
One Year on a Bike
Our Wondeful Nature

British By The Grace of God
Cautionary Tales
Ideal Husband

Winter Award:

Audience Favourite Award:

Blackmoor
This is Home
Magetic

*Cast your votes with a star in the gold
box by writing your favourite festival
film on the star! One vote each!
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The awards for Four Seasons Film Festival have been designed by
contemporary British sculptor Guy Portelli and produced by
Whitton Castings at their Foundary in South East London; we
have eight awards being presented at our special ceremony
at Cadogan on Monday 5th February at 7pm. VIP ticket holders
and guestlist only.
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WITH THANKS…

MEDIA SOLUTIONS WITH A SENSE OF
ADVENTURE

@HolmlandsMedia
@Holmlands

www.holmlands.co.uk

A film production company based in London. We love to tell
stories that inspire and help your business hoot a little louder.
www.greenowlfilms.com

@KitMapperHQ

@KitMapper

KitMapper is an online peer-to-peer equipment rental company
specialising in high-end photographic, production and event
equipment. It allows professionals to loan their equipment out
to other trusted users on the site and grants vetted users access
to equipment at affordable rates in their postcode, for less than
a traditional kit hire company. Much more than just another
rental house, they want to help creatives build their name and
network within the industry. They put high-quality photographic,
production and exhibition kit in the hands of creatives, let
owners earn money by lending out their equipment. List and hire
kit today.
www.kitmapper.com

@FourSeasonsFF

@FourSeasonsFilmFestival

#FourSeasonsFilmFest

